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ABSTRACT
The young open cluster NGC3293 is included in the observing program of the Gaia-ESO sur-
vey (GES). The radial velocity values provided have been used to assign cluster membership
probabilities by means of a single-variable parametric analysis. These membership probabil-
ities are compared to the results of the photometric membership assignment of NGC3293,
based on UBVRI photometry. The agreement of the photometric and kinematic member sam-
ples amounts to 65 per cent, and could increase to 70 per cent as suggested by the analysis
of the differences between both samples. A number of photometric PMS candidate members
of spectral type F are found, which are confirmed by the results from VPHAS photometry
and SED fitting for the stars in common with VPHAS and GES data sets. Excesses at mid-
and near-infrared wavelengths, and signs of Hα emission, are investigated for them. Marginal
presence of Hα emission or infilling is detected for the candidate members. Several of them
exhibit moderate signs of U excess and weak excesses at mid-IR wavelengths. We suggest that
these features originate from accretion discs in their last stages of evolution.
Key words: stars: pre-main-sequence – open clusters and associations: general – open clusters
and associations: individual: NGC 3293.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Young open clusters (YOCs) are the best astronomical targets for
obtaining physical information on the properties of forming stars,
and for checking models for the initial phases of stellar evolution.
The growing availability of large spectroscopic and photometric
data sets has triggered several recent studies of young stellar popu-
lations in YOCs and associations (see, e.g. Chene´ et al. 2012; Spina
et al. 2014; Cantat-Gaudin et al. 2014).
In this framework, the Stellar System Group (http://ssg.iaa.es)
has produced catalogues of candidate members, based on photo-
metric properties, in around 20 YOCs (see Delgado et al. 2013,
and references therein). The procedure for member selection has
been described and applied to a sample of 11 southern clusters by
 Based on data acquired by the Gaia-ESO survey programme ID 188.B-
3002. Observations were made with ESO Telescopes at the La Silla Paranal
Observatory.
† E-mail: delgado@iaa.es
Delgado, Alfaro & Yun (2007, 2011; hereafter DAYI, DAYII). A
spectroscopic assessment of this method for selecting photometric
candidate members is now possible for NGC 3293, the only clus-
ter in our sample which is also included in the observations of the
Gaia-ESO Spectroscopic Survey (GES).
GES is an ambitious public spectroscopic survey that is obtain-
ing medium- and high-resolution spectroscopy of some 100 000
stars in the Milky Way, including several fields towards YOCs
(Gilmore et al. 2012). The observations started on December 31,
2011 and are carried out on the Very Large Telescope (VLT) at
the Paranal Observatory, Chile. All the data collected by the Survey
are homogeneously reduced and analysed by the Gaia-ESO consor-
tium. Observations are conducted with the FLAMES (Fibre Large
Array Multi-Element Spectrograph) multi-fibre facility (Pasquini
et al. 2002). Medium resolution spectra (R ≈ 20 000) of about 105
stars are being obtained with Giraffe and high-resolution spectra
(R ≈ 47 000) of about 5000 stars are being obtained with UVES (the
Ultraviolet and Visual Echelle Spectrograph, Dekker et al. 2000).
One of the main GES objectives is to provide radial velocities
(RV) with good precision for stars in YOCs, to complement Gaia
C© 2016 The Authors
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3306 A. J. Delgado et al.
Figure 1. Schematic map of the field towards NGC 3293, showing all objects with GES observations as red dots, and the stars inside the DAYII FOV as filled
black circles of brightness-coded size. Only stars with photometric detection in all UBVRI bands in DAYII are plotted for clarity.
proper motions with comparable accuracy for a statistically signifi-
cant sample (Gilmore et al. 2012; Randich et al. 2013). A particular
interest of the project is centred on the study of potential pre-main
sequence (PMS) candidate members in some YOCs.
The cluster NGC 3293 is one of the targets of the GES project.
It is located in the Carina-Sagittarius spiral arm of the Milky Way,
and exhibits a tight concentration of bright stars that stand out
against the field. This is actually reflected in a large number of
main sequence (MS) candidate members of spectral type B in the
colour–magnitude (CM) diagrams. The GES data in the cluster field
provide an independent assessment of the quality of the photometric
membership assignment, and also allows us to study the physical
properties of PMS cluster members, with particular focus on PMS
candidate members of spectral type F. In the next section we describe
the data used in the study. In Section 3 we explain the methods of
membership assignment and their results. Section 4 deals with the
presence in the cluster of candidate PMS members of spectral type
F. Their properties are discussed in Section 5, and Section 6 contains
the main conclusions of the work.
2 DATA O N N G C 3 2 9 3
The cluster NGC 3292 is located at RA = 10h35m48.77s,
Dec = −58◦13′28.1′′ (Epoch 2000). It has been the subject of
several photometric studies (i.e. Feinstein & Marraco 1980; Turner
et al. 1980, hereafter T80; Baume et al. 2003, DAYI, DAYII). The
photometric observations by DAYI and DAYII include 1337 stars
detected in at least the BV bands, with 490 of them detected in
all five UBVRI bands. These are the data used in the present anal-
ysis. The values of the cluster parameters given by these authors
amount to E(B − V) = 0.29±0.04, DM = 12.0±0.2, LogAge(yr)
= 6.8±0.07. Matching with the 2MASS database (Skrutskie et al.
2006) provides heliocentric coordinates for all stars, and 2MASS
identifiers together with near-infrared (NIR) colour indices for the
stars in common. The photometric catalogue is included as online
data in DAYII, and can also be accessed on the Stellar Systems
Group website (http://ssg.iaa.es).
The Gaia-ESO consortium is structured into several working
groups (WGs) that deal with all the relevant tasks, from target
selection and observations, to data analysis and data archiving. Data
reduction and RV determinations are performed by WG7 and WG8,
respectively. The analysis of PMS stars is carried out by WG12
(Lanzafame et al. 2015) and the analysis of high-resolution UVES
spectra for FGK type stars, more than 2000 to date, is carried out by
WG11 (Smiljanic et al. 2014). The survey’s analysis is performed in
cycles, following the data reduction of newly observed spectra, with
improvements of the various steps involved. At the end of each cycle
an internal data release (iDR) is produced and made available within
the Gaia-ESO consortium for scientific validation. In our case, we
will use the RV and Teff data of the iDR2+iDR3 release, provided by
WG13, and placed in the GES archive at the Wide Field Astronomy
Unit at Edinburgh University (http://ges.roe.ac.uk/).
The fields covered by the spectroscopic and photometric data
sets are represented in Fig. 1. The GES data include 536 stars in
the field of NGC 3293, selected primarily on the basis of available
photometry, both optical and infrared. Additional considerations
finally led to the explicit inclusion of probable field stars so as to
cope with all the objectives of the GES project. Only stars detected
in all five UBVRI bands are represented in the optical field of view
(FOV). The gaps observed in its southern half could be caused by
an actual lack of detections due to obscuring clouds that surround
the cluster. The total selected sample is distributed almost in equal
numbers between stars with high probability of cluster membership,
and probable field stars. Only eight stars among the 536 in the
sample were observed with UVES, U520. The FLAMES–Giraffe
setups quoted in the released data for targets in the field of this
cluster are HR3, HR5A, HR6 and HR9B for most stars. They cover
the spectral range 4033–5356 Å, and resolutions in the MEDUSA
mode around R = 20 000. Of these 536 stars, 530 have RV values
between −100 and +100 kms−1. This is the star sample that we
consider in our kinematic membership analysis, and they are plotted
as red dots in Fig. 1. Among them, 232 have RV errors listed in the
used GES data release, with 75 located inside the photometric FOV.
The median of their errors amounts to 0.4 km s−1, a value similar
to those reported by other authors for GES RV data (e.g. Jeffries
et al. 2014; Guiglion et al. 2015; Rigliaco et al. 2016). Jackson et al.
(2015) compiled 8500 stars in eight clusters observed by GES, and
analysed the variation of the RV uncertainty as a function of S/N
MNRAS 460, 3305–3315 (2016)
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PMS Stars in NGC 3293 3307
ratio, vsini, and stellar properties. Their fig. 1 shows the distribution
of the empirical RV uncertainty versus the S/N ratio for different
intervals of vsini. These plots offer a clarifying vision of how the
GES empirical RV uncertainty behaves for different parameters and
of what we can expect for our data.
3 M EMBERSHIP ASSIGNMENTS
In clusters of ages around 10 Myr, PMS stars up to spectral type F
are expected. They would be in advanced evolutionary stages, show-
ing reduced signs of PMS nature, such as accretion disc, emission
features, and near- or mid-infrared excess, as compared to younger
and later type PMS stars (Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2005; Luhman &
Mamajek 2012; Delgado et al. 2013). This would make them rel-
atively more difficult to detect (de Winter 1997). Their search and
assignment, however, is of obvious importance for a proper determi-
nation of the mass distribution of the cluster, and our photometric
membership assignment procedure is aimed at the detection and
study of PMS stars in YOCs of the mentioned age.
3.1 Photometric membership
The photometric members are selected according to the procedure
discussed in DAYI, based on UBVRI CCD photometry. Possible
main sequence and evolved stars are selected visually in each pho-
tometric diagram, as illustrated in the upper panel row of Fig. 2. In
the lower panel row, stars selected in at least one of the five diagrams
are marked as larger dots, and those selected in all five diagrams
simultaneously are marked in red. The latter constitute the initial
sample of B-type MS, and evolved members.
Colour excess values are measured in the (U − B), (B − V)
colour–colour diagram, also obtaining absolute magnitudes MV and
distance modulus values, DM = V − R∗E(B − V) − MV. Here
we use values for the reddening slope and absorption coefficient
α = E(B − V)/E(U − B) = 0.74 and R = 3.1, as given by T80. The
diagram V − 3.1 × E(B − V), MV (Fig. 3) is used in combination
with all four CM diagrams to refine the selection. Unevolved B-
type MS members (blue dots), which define the colour excess and
the distance modulus of the cluster, are separated from evolved
members (magenta dots), used in the calculation of cluster age by
quantitative comparison with post-MS isochrones. Stars plotted as
green dots occupy consistent locations in all photometric diagrams,
and are not excluded as members, but are not considered for the
calculation of the cluster parameters.
For all the remaining stars, colour excess and MV values are
calculated in the CC diagram with respect to the ZAMS and PMS
isochrones, whereby we assume that the (U − B), (B − V) relation
for the PMS isochrones is the same as for the ZAMS (Siess, Dufour
& Forestini 2000). The calculated colour excesses and distance
moduli are compared with the average value of the unevolved MS
B-type candidates.
The procedure is also applied to stars without valid U measure-
ment. This is frequently the case for potential cluster members in
the faintest part of the CM diagrams. Neither colour excess nor dis-
tance values can be calculated for them in the CC diagram. We then
assume that they have a colour excess equal to the median value
of the candidate members with U measurement, and measure the
distance to PMS isochrones in the three remaining CM diagrams.
Membership is assigned in a CM diagram when the measured dis-
tance coincides within errors with the average value for selected
B-type MS unevolved candidate members. The assignment also
produces values of mass, luminosity and effective temperature for
Figure 2. Plots of the (U − B), (B − V) CC diagram, and the four
CM diagrams, V versus colour indices (V − I), (V − R), (B − V) and
(U − B), in five panels from left to right. In the upper row, larger dots rep-
resent possible stars defining the expected main sequence and evolved stars
in each diagram. In the lower row, larger dots represent stars selected in this
way in at least one of the five diagrams, while red dots represent those stars
selected in all five diagrams simultaneously.
Figure 3. In the right-hand panel the quantity V − 3.1 × E(B − V) is plotted
versus MV. Lines correspond to maximum (upper line) and average distance
modulus of the B-type unevolved MS members, indicated with blue dots.
Magenta dots represent evolved stars, used to calculate cluster age. Joint
inspection with the CM diagrams, such as the V,(B − V) diagram shown in
the left-hand panel, leads to excluding the candidate member stars plotted
as green points from these two samples (see the text, Section 3.1).
MNRAS 460, 3305–3315 (2016)
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3308 A. J. Delgado et al.
Figure 4. CM diagram V, (B − V) of NGC 3293, showing the photometry
by DAYII. The photometric candidate members used to calculate cluster
reddening, distance and age are the MS candidate members (blue dots), and
post-MS members as magenta dots. PMS candidates are plotted as red dots.
Green dots represent stars kept as MS and post-MS candidate members, not
used to calculate the cluster parameters. The ZAMS and post-MS isochrones
for LogAge(yr) = 6.6, 7.0, 7.4 are plotted as black lines. PMS isochrones
of ages 1 and 10 Myr are plotted as orange lines. All of them are shifted
to account for the mean E(B − V) and DM of the unevolved B-type MS
candidate members (see Fig. 3), E(B − V) = 0.29, DM = 12.02.
the candidate member. Stars selected as members in at least three
CM diagrams, and with photometric errors in all indices below
0.05 mag constitute the finally selected member sample.
We draw attention to a group of stars with (B − V) values in the
range 0.5 < (B − V) < 1.0, which would correspond to reddened
F-type stars, but exhibit abnormally blue values on the (U − B)
index. Their shifting in the CC diagram leads to colour excesses
and MV values indicative of highly reddened B-type background
stars. However, many of them turn out to be assigned as F-type
PMS members, if we assume them to be affected by the median
E(B − V) cluster value, and calculate a distance for them in the way
described above for stars without U detection. We ask whether some
of these stars would be part of a background population, or if they
are actual F-type PMS cluster members with a peculiar excess on
the (U − B) colour index. We name these stars UF stars for brevity,
and will come back to them in Section 4 below.
The total number of selected candidate members amounts to
439 stars, with 189 and 250 stars respectively as MS and PMS
candidate members. They are indicated in Fig. 4, where we plot the
CM diagram V, (B − V), with indication of the photometric member
samples
3.2 Kinematic membership
The RV values produced by the GES observations have been used
to estimate cluster membership probabilities. We consider that the
RV distribution of the sample can be modelled by the sum of two
1D Gaussians corresponding to the cluster and field populations
respectively (Vasilevskis, Klemola & Preston 1958; Geller, Latham
& Mathieu 2015; Sampedro & Alfaro 2016). The RV probability
density function for the sample stars can then be written as:
(RV ) = ncc(RV ,RVc, σc) + (1 − nc)f (RV ,RVf, σf ) (1)
where c(RV) and f(RV) are two 1D Gaussians with mean RVc
and RVf, and standard deviations, σ c and σ f, which correspond to
the cluster and field kinematic populations respectively, and where
nc is the fraction of cluster stars in the sample. According to Bayes
theorem the probability of one star with RV being a cluster member
is given by the expression:
Pc(RV ) = ncc(RV ,RVc, σc)
ncc(RV ,RVc, σc) + (1 − nc)f (RV ,RVf, σf ) . (2)
The model depends on five parameters and their estimation, and
subsequent classification of the stars into both groups can be done
simultaneously following the method proposed by Cabrera-Can˜o
& Alfaro (1985) for the case of proper motion distribution (2D),
easily tied to the case of one dimension. The previous purge of the
sample of possible outliers is necessary, as pointed out by Zhao
et al. (1982). The very concept of ‘outlier’ belongs to the rare
family of mathematical objects not rigorously defined. The outlier
nature of a given object can only be presumed, especially if the
only information on the parent distribution is the sample at hand.
In order to estimate the probability of a sample star being an outlier
we used the OUTKER method (Cabrera-Can˜o & Alfaro 1985), and
as the outlier selection criterion we adopted the Bayes minimum
error rate decision rule: i.e. we consider any star to be an outlier if
it has a probability larger than 0.5 of being so. A total of 28 stars
were classified as outliers and removed from the initial sample of
530 stars (Fig. 5).
The membership assignment is performed with the aforemen-
tioned methodology. As illustrated in Fig. 5, this method estimates
the membership probabilities by fitting the RV distribution with
two Gaussians, one for field stars and another for cluster members.
Starting with reasonable values for the distribution’s parameters,
membership probabilities are then estimated using the Bayes theo-
rem. Through an iterative Wolfe estimation procedure (Wolfe 1970),
a new determination of the parameters is carried out. Membership
probabilities are recomputed and used again to estimate new pa-
rameters until convergence is reached, providing a membership
probability for every star. After imposing a minimum probability
threshold of 50 per cent (adopting the Bayes minimum error rate
decision rule), we end up with 216 kinematic probable members
in the total GES sample. Given the probabilistic character of the
problem, a non-null misclassification rate is expected. On the basis
of the distribution of probabilities obtained, this would amount to
an estimated 15 per cent of the total sample. The parameters of our
1-D two-Gaussians model are: μc = −11.5, σ c = 3.7, and μf = 4.1,
σ f = 20.3 km s−1. The precision of RV single measurements is
around 0.4 km s−1 (Jackson et al. 2015), but the value of σ c is
one order of magnitude higher, and dominated by actual RV un-
certainties, which would originate in the presence of a populated
MNRAS 460, 3305–3315 (2016)
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PMS Stars in NGC 3293 3309
Figure 5. Radial velocity (RV) distribution for the 530 stars in the GES
data included in our analysis (empty histogram). The filled histogram rep-
resents the 28 stars excluded as outliers (see the text). The RV distribution
is reproduced by the fit of two Gaussian functions: one for field stars (solid
blue line) and another for cluster members (dashed blue line), whose sum is
overplotted as a solid red line.
distribution of binary and/or multiple stellar systems, commonly
found in YOCs harbouring many massive stars (Cottaar & He´nault-
Brunet 2014). This implies that the consideration of the individual
precision errors would not have an influence on the results of our
pdf model fitting, and the assignment of probable members. A care-
ful analysis of the cluster dynamics (e.g. Cottaar & He´nault-Brunet
2014) lies outside the scope of this paper.
3.3 Membership comparison
The total samples of 530 and 1337 stars, in the spectroscopic and
photometric data by GES and DAYII respectively, have 227 stars
in common, with 217 among them not rejected as outliers (Section
3.2). Among these 217 stars, 128 and 171 stars are assigned as
kinematic and photometric members respectively, with 111 objects
in common.
We refer in the following to this common sample of 227 stars, for
which both membership assignments can be studied and compared
to each other. In Fig. 6 we compare the respective distributions of
kinematic (left-hand panel) and photometric members (right-hand
panel) in the CM diagram. This comparison presents interesting
features. We note that five stars kinematically marked as outliers
are photometrically selected as members, in particular three of them
among the MS and post-MS members. This illustrates the nature and
comparative achievements of both membership assignment proce-
dures. The photometric membership assignment is entirely based on
the physical properties of the stars, as given by models of different
types, and on their expected properties according to these models.
The kinematic probability is otherwise based on an assumed kine-
matical structure, such as a Gaussian distribution, and furthermore
relies on the particular distribution of the one parametric projection
represented by the RV value. One could summarize the different
approaches by stating that the key words, and also those affected
by the basic uncertainties in either method, are ‘probable’ in the
Figure 6. Distribution in the CM diagram V, (V − I) of stars with and with-
out kinematic membership assignments, and comparison to their selection
as photometric candidate members. In both panels, stars with GES data in
the optical FOV are plotted. The left-hand panel shows as red stars those
selected as kinematic members, and as black triangles those rejected as out-
liers. The right-hand panel shows those among them selected as photometric
MS+post-MS, and PMS members, marked respectively in blue and orange
colours. The ZAMS and isochrones are plotted as in Fig. 4.
kinematic procedure, and ‘member’ in the photometric one. The
models, assumptions and results are therefore of a different nature,
and in particular the kinematic definition of members, non-members
and outliers might mix, exclude or include stars with a good qual-
ity as photometric members. On the other hand, the quality of the
photometric membership is obviously affected by uncertainties. We
also observe that the largest discrepancy of photometric candidate
members not assigned as probable kinematic members are among
the PMS photometric candidates: 60 per cent of the PMS can-
didates are kinematically selected, whereas the percentage rises to
81 per cent among the MS and post-MS photometric candidates. We
discuss possible causes for the discrepancies between both mem-
bership assignments in each sense.
3.3.1 Photometric candidate members with deviating RV value
Among the 171 photometric candidate members (Section 3.3), 60
stars are not selected by the kinematic analysis. This discrepancy
can be partly explained if we consider that RV values could indeed
change between epochs, and between studies due for instance to
the presence of undetected binary companions in some stars (Geller
et al. 2010).
The results by Dufton et al. (2006; hereafter D06) are an example
of this. They give RV values for 29 stars in the field of NGC 3293 in
common with our GES data. All of them are among our photometric
candidate members, with 24 of them also selected as kinematic
members. However, nine of these stars, of which five are among
our kinematic members, have RV values by D06 that differ from
GES values by more than 40 kms−1. This comparison shows that
part of the photometric candidates not selected by the kinematic
assignment could be caused by actual variations in the RV value.
MNRAS 460, 3305–3315 (2016)
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3310 A. J. Delgado et al.
Figure 7. (U − B), (B − V) diagram by DAYII, B03, H82 and B94. The
orange line represents the ZAMS, shifted by values E(B − V) = 0.22,
E(U − B)/E(B − V) = 0.74. An arrow shows the direction and length of the
reddening vector in the upper left panel. Blue points denote the UF stars in
common. Their respective numbers are quoted in each panel.
We come back to this discrepancy in the discussion of the UF stars
mentioned above (Section 3.1)
3.3.2 Kinematic candidate members without photometric
assignment
Of the 128 kinematic candidate members (Section 3.3), 17 stars are
not selected as photometric candidates. These are stars with an RV
value very close to the systemic velocity of the cluster, but rejected
from any photometric membership. They are most probably non-
cluster members. A simple estimate can be made considering the
distribution of RV for the field as represented by the RV values
of GES targets located outside the photometric FOV (see Fig. 1).
From this we estimate an approximate number of 14 field stars that
would still be at their present locations and with their RV values
also in absence of any cluster. The 17 stars referred to above would
indeed be representative of this contaminating group. This would
mean a field contamination of 13 per cent of the total kinematic
members sample (17/128) in the photometric FOV, a value similar
to the estimated misclassification rate for the whole sample (Section
3.2).
4 PM S C A N D I DAT E M E M B E R S O F SP E C T R A L
TYP E F
In the photometric membership assignment, a number of stars are
found that exhibit abnormally high values of the (U − B) index
(Section 3.1). They are just selected visually in the DAYII (U − B),
(B − V) diagram, and are plotted as blue dots in Fig. 7, where
this CC diagram is shown for DAYII photometry, and for available
photometric results with stars in common. These are UBVRI CCD
photometry by Baume et al. (2003, hereafter B03 in the following),
uvbyH β CCD photometry by Balona (1994, hereafter B94), photo-
electric UBV photometry by T80, and photographic UBV photome-
try by Herbst & Miller (1982, hereafter H82). The uvby photometric
indices of B94 are transformed to UBV indices with calibrations by
Harmanec & Bozic (2001, hereafter HB01), which are elaborated
Figure 8. Differences between (U − B) values of B03, B94, T80, and H82
and DAYII. In all panels, a red line represents the slope 1, and a black line the
average difference between the corresponding (U − B) values and those by
DAYII. The average values of the differences and their rms are quoted.The
so-called UF stars are marked in blue.
with the uvby catalogue compiled by Hauck & Mermilliod (1998).
The CC relation plotted in Fig. 7 is the ZAMS line. We note that the
PMS isochrone sets used to estimate PMS membership consider the
same (U − B), (B − V) relation for PMS and MS stars. Recent stud-
ies of the PMS isochrones (Bell et al. 2014), and PMS colour–Teff,
colour–BC relations (Pecaut & Mamajek 2013) do not include the
(U − B) index in their results. In a previous study (Delgado et al.
1998) it was found that the (U − B),(B − V) relation for class III
and later stars was acceptably similar to the one used for dwarfs.
In any case, the possible luminosity effects on the (U − B) colours
of PMS candidates are expected to reflect in comparatively redder,
rather than bluer colours, for stars of lower gravity than their MS
counterparts.
These stars show some puzzling properties that we shall discuss
in some detail. The differences between (U − B) values in DAYII
and these photometric studies are plotted in Fig. 8. These are small
although with high dispersion. The photometry by B03 presents the
highest value. As can be seen in the plot, the differences for (U − B)
< 0 are also smaller, with lower dispersion. For B03 they amount
to 0.009 ± 0.053. This rms value will be used as limiting difference
to define coinciding values in the discussions below.
The differences in the interval −0.1 < (U − B) < 0.3, where the
UF stars are found, are shown in Fig. 9. In each panel the average
differences from Fig. 8 are quoted, compared to those calculated
for only the UF stars in common in the respective photometries.
Several facts stand out from these differences. On the one hand, the
redder value for the UF stars in three photometries would lead to
suspect that some systematics is present in the (U − B) calibration
by DAYII. On the other hand, only B03 among these three sets
has a considerable number of UF star in common with DAYII,
and we also observe that the H82 values exhibit agreement with
DAYII, although with a high dispersion. Furthermore, there are
common stars between DAYII and all photometries, which exhibit
quite coincident values as defined above, with B03 photometry in
particular. We indeed observe a collection of stars, mainly in B03
and H82 photometries, which have coincident values with DAYII,
and simultaneously exhibit comparatively bluer (U − B) values as
MNRAS 460, 3305–3315 (2016)
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PMS Stars in NGC 3293 3311
Figure 9. Differences between (U − B) values of B03, B94, T80, and H82
and DAYII for −0.1 < (U − B) < 0.3. The average values of the differences
and their rms are quoted in black for differences in the whole respective
(U − B) ranges in common, and in blue figures for the differences between
the values of common UF stars. Red dots mark the UF stars with coinciding
values in each photometry, and also in common with GES.
plotted in Fig. 7. Those among them in common with GES are
marked as red symbols in all panels.
The combination of all the properties of the UF stars shown in the
plots above actually moves to a deeper analysis of these stars with
the data sets available. We will now describe the results of Spectral
Energy Distribution (SED) fitting, based on Teff values from GES,
and the analysis of the riH α photometry for the UF stars in common
with the VPHAS+ database (Drew et al. 2014).
4.1 UV excess originated in accretion discs
Continuum excess luminosity, which is best detected at wavelengths
shorter than the Balmer jump, is a primary indicator of accretion
on to a PMS star (e.g. Alcala´ et al. 2014, and references therein).
It has been suggested that the effects of accretion from discs show
in ultraviolet (UV) excess in PMS stars of the T-Tauri type in the
cluster NGC 2264 (Rebull et al. 2002), and the results by DAYII on
the basis of photometry agree with these results.
The possible presence of accretion discs in F-type PMS stars has
been studied by Suchkov, Schultz & Lisse (2002; hereafter S02).
They find a number of candidates with discs, which they associate
with the continuation to redder spectral types of the HAeBe stars.
They also propose a considerable increase in the number of known
F-type PMS stars, in a Teff range covered by our UF stars.
4.1.1 Possible H α emission
If some of the UF stars are indeed accretors, it is likely they would
be associated with some Hα line emission. This possibility has
been tested using bandmerges of the Hα and r, i photometry avail-
able from the VST Photometric Hα Survey of the Southern Galactic
Plane and Bulge (VPHAS+, described by Drew et al. 2014). Fig. 10
shows the r − H α, r − i plot obtained for UF stars and a set of spec-
troscopically confirmed early A stars in common with this database.
In this diagram, an object with Hα emission superposed on its
normal photospheric spectrum will appear displaced upwards rel-
ative to the reddening line appropriate to its spectral type (Kalari
Figure 10. Diagram (r − H α),(r − i) from the VPHAS+ database, for
stars in common with DAYII and GES. Grey triangles mark selected A type
stars. UF stars are plotted as red filled circles, blue filled squares, green
open squares and orange crosses, corresponding to the spectral ranges F0,
F0−F2, F2−F5, and F5−F8, respectively. Lines of corresponding colours
represent, from bottom to top, the reddening lines for spectral types A0, F0,
F2, F5 and F8. Broken ascending lines represent the ZAMS for absorption
values AV = 1 (left) and AV = 2 (right).
et al. 2015; see Drew et al. 2014 for tables of reddening lines). As
would be expected for a selection of normal field A stars, there is
no noticeable (r − H α) excess, except in one object. The average
value of the calculated excesses for the individual stars amounts to
(r − H α) = −0.001 ± 0.015.
The situation is somewhat different for the UF stars. Fig. 10
provides reddening lines for F0, F2, F5 and F8 photospheric spectra,
chosen to match the range in subtype among the UF stars: compared
to the appropriate reddening line, they are displaced upwards in (r
− H α), occupying the range 0.0 < (r − H α) < 0.05. The specific
calculation of their excesses gives the average value (r − H α) =
0.019 ± 0.021. In view of the ∼100 Å FWHM of the VST Hα filter,
these excesses map on to implied Hα emission equivalent widths
of 0–5 Å, with no apparent trend with the calculated excesses in
the U and infrared bands (Section 4.1.2 below). We remark that
the diagram can also be read for evidence favouring extinctions
for the UF stars of AV ≥ 1, (or E(B − V) ≥ 0.32, for an R = 3.1
law). It is important to note that the probable error in the individual
excess measurements (0.02–0.03) is a significant fraction of the
mean excess, indicating that no one measurement in isolation is
of high significance. In short, the group of objects as a whole is
consistent with the presence of at most marginal infilling or self-
reversing Hα emission.
4.1.2 Analysis of UF stars with SED fitting
The possibility of excesses in various wavelength ranges has been
further checked by means of SED fitting to the BVRIJH data of the
UF stars. The JHK magnitudes have been obtained from 2MASS
for the stars in common (Skrutskie et al. 2006). We fitted the ob-
served SEDs with photosphere model spectra as done by Frasca
et al. (2015) for the members of γ Vel and Cha I clusters. In brief,
we adopted the grid of NextGen synthetic spectra, with log g in
the range 3.5–5.0, Teff from 1700 to 10 000 K, and solar metal-
licity by Hauschildt, Allard & Baron (1999) from which we de-
rived the surface fluxes in the BVRIJH passbands that were inter-
polated to the stellar temperatures and gravities. We adopted the
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Figure 11. Plots of the U excesses by SED fitting, versus excesses in
the near- and mid-infrared bands, K and IRAC 3.6μ bands, respectively.
Dots and crosses represent candidate members and non-members respec-
tively, considering both kinematic and photometric criteria together. Red
squares mark the stars with coinciding (U − B) values in other photometries
(Section 4).
GES values of Teff and log g and fixed the cluster distance to 2.5 kpc
(DAYII), leaving the stellar radius and the extinction, AV, free to vary
until the minimum of χ2 was reached. We find that the extinction
values are in the range found for the cluster members by DAYII.
This supports the cluster membership of these stars as F-type PMS
members.
The Vela–Carina catalogue of Spitzer point sources (Churchwell
et al. 2009) contains 684 stars in common with our photometry.
According to the YSO classification schemes for IRAC photometry
by Allen et al. (2004) and Gutermuth et al. (2009), no sources in this
sample occupy the regions in the ([3.6]–[4.5])/([5.8]–[8.0]) diagram
typical of Class I or Class II sources. Concerning the UF stars, the
above referred SED fits produces values of the excesses in U-band
and K, and IRAC bands. The U-band excesses are in the same range
as those that come from the photometry. In Fig. 11 we have plotted
these U excess values versus those obtained at the K and IRAC 3.6μ
bands.
The figure shows low IR excesses, with relatively higher values
for some UF stars at mid-IR wavelengths. The values of the U excess
obtained are to be compared to those for PMS stars of later spectral
types in the YOC NGC 2264, given by Rebull et al. (2002). In a
similar range of EWHα values (0–5 Å), U excess values in TTau
type stars are a factor of 3 larger than those calculated for our F-type
PMS candidates. These features agree with the proposed decrease
of the time-scale of disc dissipation with both increasing age and
Figure 12. Comparison between (U − B) indices obtained from B94 uvby
photometry by calculation with the formulas by T90 and HB01. A red
line marks the zero difference. The UF stars in common between DAYII and
B94 are marked with blue circles. Photometric and kinematic PMS probable
members are marked respectively with red dots and black squares.
star mass (Pecaut, Mamajek & Bubar 2012; Hernandez et al. 2005;
Hillenbrand 2008).
5 D I SCUSSI ON
The UF stars are immediately discarded as background highly red-
dened B-type stars by the Teff values provided by GES. At least
for the 52 of them in common with GES, effective temperatures
between 6700and 7500 K are found, which correspond to spectral
types later than A8 (Pecaut & Mamajek 2013). The effect of low
metallicity is also discarded as the cause for some (U − B) ex-
cess, at least for stars with available metallicity values. Models by
Marigo et al. (2008) predict a variation in (U − B) with metallicity at
(B − V) = 0.6 of 0.15 mag per dex, in good agreement with the re-
sults obtained by Cameron (1985). According to this, the excess in
(U − B) guessed for some of the UF stars would imply a metallicity
around [Fe/H] = −1.0 for them. This is not supported by any of
the metallicity values available for GES stars. The average value of
metallicity for values given by GES amounts to [Fe/H] = 0.04 ±
0.27. For those stars also selected as kinematic members the average
value amounts to [Fe/H] = 0.01 ± 0.26. Only four UF stars have
GES metallicity values, which amount to [Fe/H] of 0.39, −0.21,
0.32, and 0.03. The same conclusion is reached from the metallic-
ity values obtained for UF stars with ubvy photometry (B94). The
[Fe/H] values derived from uvby photometry and the calibrations
by Crawford (1975) and Schuster & Nissen (1989) are all greater
than zero.
The comparison to other photometries opens the question of the
possible systematics effects in the DAYII photometry. But we also
see in these comparisons (Figs 7– 9), many stars in the same colour
interval, several of them among the UF stars, which indeed have
coinciding values in the various photometric studies. Furthermore,
the comparatively redder (U − B) values in B03 would actually
be in part reflecting a slight but clear trend, appreciated in B03
photometry when compared to T80, B94 and H82.
An indication of the peculiarity of the named UF stars, indepen-
dent of DAYII photometry, is shown in Fig. 12. In addition to the
uvby to UBV calibration by HB01, we consider the one by Turner
(1980, T90), claimed to be valid for (U − B) < 2. In Fig. 12 we
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Figure 13. V,(V − I) CM diagram for stars in common in DAYII and
GES. Stars in common between DAYII and GES are plotted. Red dots are
photometric PMS candidates, black squares those among them selected as
probable kinematic members, and crosses mark the deviating stars observed
in the plot of Fig. 12 (see the text).
plot the difference (U − B)T90 − (U − B)HB01 versus (U − B)HB01
for all the stars in the B94 uvby photometry. A trend of a few hun-
dredths of magnitude is observed, as we move from blue to red
colours, but the most prominent feature is the presence of several
stars which detach towards comparatively bluer values in the T90
calibration. Interestingly enough, these deviating stars have two
properties. First, all but one of the UF stars in common with B94
are among them. Secondly, most of them have photometric PMS
membership assignment, marked as red points, while very few of
them are also selected as probable kinematic members, marked as
black squares. Such an exclusion amounts to only 18 per cent of
the photometric members being also selected as probable kinematic
ones (2 out of 11 with GES spectra), while among the photometric
PMS candidates that follow the main trend observed in the plot
this percentage increases to 77 per cent. We note that these deviat-
ing stars are part of the group of PMS photometric candidates not
assigned as probable kinematic members mentioned in Section 3.3.
In Fig. 13 we plot a zoom of the CM diagram shown in Fig. 6,
where only the photometric PMS candidates are plotted as red dots.
Black squares represent those stars also assigned as probable kine-
matic members, while the deviating stars commented above are
marked with crosses. We see that the PMS photometric members
excluded from the kinematic assignment are preferentially located
at comparatively redder colours and/or V values brighter than the
ZAMS. This supports the suggestion of binarity being the origin of
a variable RV, which causes the rejection of some of them as kine-
matic members, although they would actually be cluster members,
and are indeed selected as such by the photometric procedure.
To summarize, the UF stars are visually selected because of their
position above the ZAMS in the (U − B),(B − V) CC diagram by
DAYII. A mixture of factors is certainly at the origin of this fea-
ture, with calibration errors, or background highly reddened field
stars, among them. But the comparison to other photometries, and
the results for those stars in common with the GES and VPHAS+
databases, demonstrates that many of them are best PMS clus-
ter candidate members of spectral type F. Their properties show
a practically negligible amount of Hα emission or even infilling,
although the presence of accretion activity manifested in U excess
is observed, which might reflect the presence of accretion discs in
their last stages of evolution. The suggested discs could be at some
intermediate stage between accretion discs and debris discs, and
would be associated with the so-called weak-excess, pre-transitional
or transitional discs (Espaillat et al. 2014). Most observational tech-
niques for studying these discs are applied to stars at distances
not farther than a few hundred parsecs and of spectral types K-M
(Kim et al. 2013; Espaillat et al. 2014). We suggest that continuum
observations with good precision and spatial resolution at far-IR
(Moo´r et al. 2011) and, possibly, at sub-mm wavelengths (Isella
et al. 2007; Carmona et al. 2014) could be used to detect possible
dust emission from F-type PMS candidates (Andrews et al. 2013).
However, the actual presence of U excess would be best checked
with a homogeneous calibration of U photometry for F-type PMS
candidates in clusters of ages, between 5 and say, 10 Myr. This
should reduce the effects of systematic uncertainties. In addition to
that, spectroscopic observations in a wavelength range covering the
Balmer jump (Herczeg & Hillenbrand 2008) should provide con-
firmation of the presence or absence of a real U excess, which is
commonly accepted as indicating accretion. Two stars among our
F-type PMS candidate members, 2MASS10352172-5813111, and
2MASS10355556-5813117, both with kinematic and photometric
membership assignment, would be appropriate targets. They are
those marked with red squares and filled circles in Fig. 11, and U
excess value above −0.2 mag.
6 C O N C L U S I O N S
(i) The GES release includes 536 stars in the field of NGC 3293,
with 227 of them located inside the photometric FOV. In this sample,
171 stars are assigned as photometric members, and 128 as kine-
matic members, with the use of the GES RV values. A total of 111
stars have both membership assignments. This coincidence would
improves when considering the presence of actual cluster members
with variable RV, and the exclusion of contaminating field stars in
the kinematic assignment methodology.
(ii) A sample of PMS candidate members of spectral type F
is found in the cluster. Their proposed membership is supported
by the comparison to previously published photometries, and the
results of the analysis with SED fitting and the properties of their
ri photometry, for the stars in common with GES and VPHAS+
databases.
(iii) The possible presence of H α emission is studied on the basis
of the (r − H α) index from the VPHAS+ database. The calculation
of excesses (r − H α) indicates that the presence of Hα emission
would only be marginal in the 43 UF stars in common with the
VPHAS+ database.
(iv) The amount of U and IR excess in the UF stars is calculated
by means of SED fitting of models with Teff values provided by
GES. IR excesses are calculated with the use of the 2MASS and
IRAC bands. Little correlation between the U and IR excesses is
found. Some continuum excess is however measured at mid-IR
wavelengths for a few UF PMS candidate members. This finding,
together with the measured U excess, could be interpreted as due to
the presence of accretion discs in their final evolutionary stages.
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